
Name:                                                                                                     Date:

Check Weather Conditions           sunny                  rainy                    cloudy

Bus Location Street/s:                                                                          Bus Line/s #:                                                                                

4.1. Imageability Questions

1. Count the total number of courtyards, parks, and plazas within view.

3. Count the total number of unique buildings within view.

5. Count the total number of wayfinders visible in the study area.

6. Count the total number of buildings with high use intensity/ use singularity (visible movement)  
    value within view.

7. Count the total number of freestanding buildings within view.

8. Count the total number of buildings with complex shape within view.

9. Count the total number of buildings with distinct(memorable) surfaces within view.

13. Rate the consistent noise level rating in the study area with an x along the continuum.

2. Count the total number of large-scale natural landscape landmarks within view.

10. Count the number of visible art including statues, murals, colorful street features,  
      and monuments.

11. Count the total number of negative land-uses as liquor stores, abandoned buildings or     
      parking lots observed.

14. Rate your satisfaction with level of cleanliness/maintenance with an x along the continuum.

Very Satisfactory                                                                                     Very Dissatisfactory
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Very Quiet                                                                                                 Very Noisy

12. Count the number of windows viewable from the point of beginning.

4. Check the proportion of the architecture with a common style/form/aesthetic? 

4.2. Transparency, Safety Perceptions, and Maintenance Questions

0-25%             26-50%          51-75%           76-100%   of the buildings have the same character 

Check Time                                     morning              noon                    afternoon           evening          



16. Using the bulls eye question format below please record the depth of your sight lines.

17. Using the bulls eye question format please record the proportion of sky you are able to see.

4.4. Human Scale and Experience Questions

19. Using the bulls eye question format record the heights of the buildings at points designated on the chart.     
      Only count buildings that are directly fronting the street you are standing on.  

15. Check all of the following transit infrastructure that is present at or within 10’ of the stop:

Signage deterring non-transit vehicles 
Emergency call-boxes to report incidents
Adequate lighting
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4.3. Enclosure Questions

a. Less than a quarter / 0’ - 115’
b. Quarter Block / 115’
c. Half Block / 225’
d. Full Block / 450’

Building height example

Visible sky example

18. Record your observations regarding the edges presented within 10’ from the transit stop in the   
      checklist below.

A fence or wall   If it is 5’ high or higher.      
Shrubs               If they are above 4’.        
Buildings   If there are no visible windows.   
Transit kiosk wall  If it is not transparent.   

a. 1-2 stories b. 3-5 stories c. 5-7 stories d. 7 +  stories

b. 21% - 50%a. 0% - 20% c. 51% - 80% d. 80% - 100%

Marked pedestrian crossings
Curb ramps/ADA accessible ramps
Speed bumps

Four stop signs
Other....................
.............................
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20. Check all of the visible street furniture within view.  Do not record furniture in enclosed parks,   
      gardens, plazas, and courtyards:

Tables (without associated chairs)
Chairs (without associated tables)
Food stands 
Hanging plants
Benches
Lean posts
Flower pots
Parking meters
Phone booths 
Public trash bins

Newspaper boxes
Public mail boxes
Bike racks
Bollards
Hydrants
Flags
Banners
Merchandise stands
Pedestrian-scale street lights
Recycling trash bins

4.5. Vitality Questions

23. Count the total number of ground level vacancies, for sale or for rent signs within a 360 degree  
      viewshed.  Record the total number in the box provided.

24. Count the total number of signs of new development, buildings under construction or renovation  
      within a 360 viewshed.  Record the total number in the box provided.
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25. Check all land uses you are able to observe within a 360 degree viewshed.
Low density residential
Medium density residential
High density residential
Mixed commercial/residential
Mixed office/retail
Mixed residential/public
Retail “mom and pop” 

Retail big box 
Offices
Open space 
Public facilities 
Industry
Light industry
Education

Parking
Sport fields
Warehouses
Vacant sites
Other...........
....................

Tall street lights
Planters
Seating areas
Entry monuments
Water fountains
Umbrellas
Trash cans
Street artists
Traffic signals
Other...................

22. Count the number of overhangs (if any) within 10’ of the designated audit location.  Record the  
      total number in the box provided.

21. Count the number of mature street trees present within sight lines.  Do not count yard and     
      frontyard trees.

26. Check all modes of transportation in sight.  Do not count the bus as a mode of transportation as it   
      is a given at the transit stop. 

4.6. Connectivity Questions

27. Count the total number of streets within a 360 degree viewshed with large traffic.  

28. Count the total number of crosswalks within a 360 degree viewshed.  

Train
Light rail
Motocycle
Park and ride

School bus
Bike trails
Sidewalks 
Bike share

Car pooling
Car share



Not to scale
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29. On the map below please illustrate your observations of the specific place using the provided icons:

5. Cognitive Mapping Exercise

Sound/Noise Perception of safety

Safe Unsafe

ViewsSmell

Pleasant Unpleasant Long Close

30. Label each icon what it is (for example, pleasant sound could be labeled as “ birds.”)

Additional Notes:

Connection

Walk through No walkPleasant Unpleasant

Light Visual interest

Distinctive Generic

MaintenanceTopography

Sun Shadow Messy Yes No Steep Flat

North

Did you :

______    Write your name on the audit form?
______    Write the date and time of audit?
______    Write the transit stop location including cross streets and bus lines served
______    Record weather conditions during the audit
______    Order your digital images  

Natural habitat/Urban 
wilds( no pets)


